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SAP Solutions Sales Consultant – SAP / RPA
Description

Description

The headline: ridiculously successful SAP Gold partner is looking for an
experienced and hungry solutions sales consultant to take charge of their Intelligent
Technologies offering. To start ASAP.

You: 5 years+ experience selling to blue chip process owners and subject
matter experts, ideally in an SAP environment maybe another ERP. Great
chance to move into RPA – this can be trained but an appreciation of the
RPA vendor landscape would be useful. A background working for an SAP
Consultancy or a company selling 3rd Party Products into the SAP
Marketplace such as Winshuttle or Redwood or Blackline would be ideal.

The role: winning business with SAP users, helping them to automate
processes using RPA.

The consultancy: independent, well run – trusts and rewards its teams very
well. Great culture, superstar consultants to learn with. Independent,
privately owned consultancy, HQ in the UK with offices around UK &
overseas.

The clients: within Oil & Gas, Utilities, Chemical, Mining and
Pharmaceuticals.

The brief: detailed. Exploit effective marketing, webinars, events and being
a valued SAP gold partner to sell pilot projects to advanced SAP users as
well as bigger projects. If you tick the boxes above, looking for an
opportunity where you can generate commission quickly we should arrange
a conversation ASAP.

The money: £70 -£80K base salary and excellent commission, OTE £160+

Right now, just contact me if you want to work with a talented, intellectually curious
team of ladies and gents who get things done and very well.

Virtual / phone interviews this week and a decision can be made very quickly if
you\’re the right person, ideally to start in Sept.

Call Ian Johnston at Peachy Resources 07532 308125

 

Hiring organization
Peachy Digital Resources

Duration of employment
Permanent 

Industry
Computer and IT

Job Location
SL4 1aa, Windsor , Berkshire,
England

Base Salary
£ 70000 - £ 80000

Date posted
September 11, 2023

Valid through
30.11.2022

Peachy Digital Resources Cutting through the noise so you can be heard
https://www.wearepeachy.co.uk
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